Learn Chinese the “Smart Way”

Basic Conversational and Business Chinese

❖ In just 5 weeks, learn 50 + Chinese sentences
❖ Music, fun, & creative Chinese learning
❖ No previous Chinese language required

Just $250 for ten classes ($200 with Pace ID)

Classes begin April 4, 2011

❖ Register by March 31!

Catch the opportunity, Catch your future!

Conversational Chinese I T/Th, 7-8pm
Conversational Chinese II T/Th, 8-9pm
Business Chinese I M/W, 7-8pm
Business Chinese II M/W, 8-9 pm

41 Park Row, 4th Floor
New York, NY 10038
Phone: 212-346-1880
E-mail: ci@pace.edu
www.pace.edu/confucius